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In This Session  

• Do you know whether your SAP HANA implementation is secure?  

 Learn how to perform security audits and vulnerability assessments of SAP HANA 

environments, identifying critical security gaps and remediation information 

 Walk through an SAP HANA security audit cheat sheet, which details several controls 

on how to ensure your platform is running securely and compliant 

 A clear understanding of the potential business impact of a security breach on an 

insecure SAP HANA system 
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What We’ll Cover 

• Introduction 

• SAP HANA architecture 

• Cyber attacks to SAP HANA systems 

• Vulnerability assessment to SAP systems  

• Auditing SAP HANA systems 

• Wrap-up 
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HANA and Business Critical Applications 

• Espionage 

 How much would the information stored in our SAP systems be worth to our biggest 

competitor? 

 

• Sabotage  

 How much money would we lose if our SAP system is taken offline continuously for 

several hours or even days? 

 

• Financial Fraud  

 What would be the economic impact if someone were able to manipulate all of our 

financial information and processes without any kind of restrictions or controls? 
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SAP Security and SoD  

• Several years ago, SAP Security was only about securing the business modules through 

Segregation of Duties (SoD) controls (i.e., access controls/strict user authorizations) 

 

• Every large organization today does have an SAP Security Team 

 

• Therefore, many organizations believed that they were addressing the problem by having 

a dedicated SAP Security Team enforcing SoD controls and performing periodic SoD 

Audits 

 

• This created a false sense of security, as these audits and controls were not designed to 

prevent/detect cyber attacks 
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The Evolution of the Threat 

• While SoD controls are still very important, the underlying SAP technology stack (HANA, 

SAP NetWeaver®) handles key security aspects: authentication, auditing, interfaces, 

remote services, etc. 

• The security of this technology stack has been overlooked 

 

• Therefore, attackers evolved  “let’s now target the technology stack” 

 Exploits and attack vectors are cross-business module for a target platform 

 No valid user required (!) 

 Attack results in high privileges (!) 

 Lack of audit trails or proper detection mechanisms (!) 
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What We’ll Cover 

• Introduction 

• SAP HANA architecture 

• Cyber attacks to SAP HANA systems 

• Vulnerability assessment to SAP systems  

• Auditing SAP HANA systems 

• Wrap-up 
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SAP HANA 

• Full in-memory database 

• Integrated Application Server Engine  

• Support for cloud implementations 

• Integrations with calculation engines 

• Diverse set of deployment options 

• Massive memory requirements  

 Project Kraken up to 12TB 

•  Integrated HTTP server to provide access to Web Applications 

•  Used mainly to support Business Applications  
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HANA Architecture 

Source: http://help.sap.com/hana/SAP_HANA_Developer_Guide_for_SAP_HANA_Studio_en.pdf 

 

http://help.sap.com/hana/SAP_HANA_Developer_Guide_for_SAP_HANA_Studio_en.pdf
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HANA and Its Attack Surface 

• Services 

  SQL/MDX port 

  HTTP service 

  SAP Host Agent and MC 

• Protocols 

  Authentication 

  Encryption 

  Authorizations  

• Outgoing connections 

  Service Marketplace 

  Solution Manager 

  External servers 

 
Source: http://help.sap.com/saphelp_hanaplatform/helpdata/en/37/d2573cb24e4d75a23e8577fb4f73b7/content.htm 

 

http://help.sap.com/saphelp_hanaplatform/helpdata/en/37/d2573cb24e4d75a23e8577fb4f73b7/content.htm
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HANA and Its Attack Surface (cont.) 

•  Database users 

•  Web apps users 

•  HANA Administrators 

•  Interface users 

•  Authorizations! 

  System 

  Application 

  Object 

  Analytic 

  Package 

  Other users  

 
Source: http://help.sap.com/saphelp_hanaplatform/helpdata/en/37/d2573cb24e4d75a23e8577fb4f73b7/content.htm 

 

http://help.sap.com/saphelp_hanaplatform/helpdata/en/37/d2573cb24e4d75a23e8577fb4f73b7/content.htm
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A Blended Architecture 

• Traditional web applications frameworks 

  Application level users 

  Database user  

  OS user to run HTTP server and DB server 

 

 

 

• SAP HANA web applications framework 

 Web application/database user 

 OS user running  

the DB (<dbsid>adm) 
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Impact of Vulnerabilities 

Traditional Web Apps SAP HANA Web Apps 

SQLi could access the whole database because of a 

unique user 

SQLi are restricted to the user privileges because of the 

blended architecture 

XSS could be restricted XSS impact potentially higher, because of standard 

applications such as the integrated IDE 

Code typically stored on the file system  

 

Code stored on the database 

OS commands can be executed, depending on the 

framework and the enabled database features 

Restricted OS command execution because of SAP HANA 

restrictions 
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What We’ll Cover 

• Introduction 

• SAP HANA architecture 

• Cyber attacks to SAP HANA systems 

• Vulnerability assessment to SAP systems  

• Auditing SAP HANA systems 

• Wrap-up 
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Integration to External Calculation 

• R is an open source programming language and software environment for statistical 

computing and graphics. The R language is widely used for advanced data analysis. 

• SAP HANA can be integrated with R language (through Rserve integration) for external 

calculations 

• Example statement: 

CREATE PROCEDURE MY_Func(OUT result “SCHEMA”.“TTYPE") 

LANGUAGE RLANG AS 

BEGIN 

RCODE HERE 

END; 
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Integration to External Calculation (cont.) 

Source: http://help.sap.com/saphelp_hanaplatform/helpdata/en/d8/67885b48b0480a81f0e61818eafcf1/content.htm 

 

http://help.sap.com/saphelp_hanaplatform/helpdata/en/d8/67885b48b0480a81f0e61818eafcf1/content.htm
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• Rserve must be installed on a separated host 

 Remote connections must be enabled 

• Rserve exposes high privileged functions 

 Remote shutdown of the service 

 OS command execution (with the privileges of the user running the server) 

 

Attacks to the R-Integration 
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• Rserve must be configured to authenticate the connections 

 No authentication could result in unauthorized parties remotely compromising the 

system 

 No controls on password strength or against brute force 

• Rserve must be configured with SSL, however, no documentation about its support for 

HANA 

 Authentication exchange? 

 Sensitive information? 

Attacks to the R-Integration (cont.) 
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Demo — Rserve Integration Attacks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    Demo of the execution of critical functions on the Rserve, given two different 

approaches; connecting from the network and from the HANA system 
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• Secure the R-integration using SSL 

• Configure authentication using strong credentials 

• Restrict access to Rserve using a firewall 

• Use low-privileged accounts to run Rserve 

• Restrict shutdown (and system?) 

Counter Measures 
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Time Travel SQL Injection 
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• SAP HANA History table is a mechanism to support time travel queries. Time travel 

queries are performed against historical states of the database. 

• So unless the user specifically deletes the historical data on the table, the information will 

remain there 

 

 

Source: http://saphanatutorial.com/sap-hana-history-table/ 

 

Time Travel Tables and SQL Injection 

http://saphanatutorial.com/sap-hana-history-table/
http://saphanatutorial.com/sap-hana-history-table/
http://saphanatutorial.com/sap-hana-history-table/
http://saphanatutorial.com/sap-hana-history-table/
http://saphanatutorial.com/sap-hana-history-table/
http://saphanatutorial.com/sap-hana-history-table/
http://saphanatutorial.com/sap-hana-history-table/
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Demo — Time Travel SQL Injection 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

•  Demos of Web Application attacks: 

 SQL Injection and “Time Travel SQL Injection” attacks, showing the techniques an 

attacker would use to get additional information from the application 

 Cross-Site Scripting attacks, bypassing default protections 
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• Use prepareStatement within the XSJS code 

• Never concatenate user input to a query string if it has not been validated 

• Restrict the privileges of all users, so they can access only the  

information (and tables) they need 

 

Counter Measures 
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What We’ll Cover 

• Introduction 

• SAP HANA architecture 

• Cyber attacks to SAP HANA systems 

• Vulnerability assessment to SAP systems  

• Auditing SAP HANA systems 

• Wrap-up 
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Sample Vulnerabilities Affecting SAP HANA 

SAP Note Name Released On 

2109565 

Potential information disclosure relating to IMPORT FROM statement in SAP 

HANA 12.01.2015 

2015446 

Unauthorized use of application functions in SAP HANA Web-based 

Development Workbench via code injection 09.06.2014 

2009696 Unauthorized modification of displayed content in SHINE 12.05.2014 

1993349 

Unauthorized modification of displayed content in SAP HANA XS Administration 

Tool 07.04.2014 

1964428 XS bypasses authentication for former public applications 10.03.2014 

1963932 Missing encryption for form based authentication 10.03.2014 

1914778 Potential information disclosure relating to HANA host names 07.10.2013 
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Evolution of Vulnerabilities Affecting SAP HANA  

These represent only HANA-related vulnerabilities (less than 20). The total number 

of SAP vulnerabilities/Security Notes by January 2015 is 3,200+.  
Source: https://support.sap.com/securitynotes 
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• “A vulnerability assessment is the process of identifying, quantifying, and prioritizing  

(or ranking) the vulnerabilities in a system.” – Wikipedia 

• Standard Vulnerability Assessment and Security Monitoring solutions: 

 Do not understand SAP environments 

 Do not “speak” SAP protocols 

 Do not translate SAP concepts 

 Are not up-do-date with SAP vulnerabilities 

 

• Use purpose-built solutions for SAP vulnerability assessment and security monitoring 

 

Assessing Vulnerabilities on SAP HANA 
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What We’ll Cover 

• Introduction 

• SAP HANA architecture 

• Cyber attacks to SAP HANA systems 

• Vulnerability assessment to SAP systems  

• Auditing SAP HANA systems 

• Wrap-up 
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Auditing SAP HANA 

• HANA Applications  

 Restrict packages exposed via HTTP 

 Secure authentication methods 

 Use restricted user types for HTTP apps 

 Enable Cross-Site Request Forgery (XSRF) Protection 

 Validate all parameters! (There are protections but only to “help” developers) 

 Perform code-scanning of custom HANA applications 

A single web application vulnerability could expose the entire SAP HANA 

implementation, depending on its impact 
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Auditing SAP HANA (cont.) 

• Communications 

 Configure SSL (TLS) for all communications 

 Restrict access at network level (IP addresses) 

 Secure the certificates and establish a proper key management procedure 

 

Clear-text communications could expose sensitive business information or access 

credentials. Potentially, MITM (Man-In-The-Middle) attacks could be possible. 
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Auditing SAP HANA (cont.) 

•  Users 

  Secure the standard SYSTEM user 

  Secure <sid>adm user 

  Use restricted users if possible 

  Use SSO (single sign-on) mechanisms 

  Implement strong password policies 

The compromise of a powerful user could lead to the compromise of all the 

information stored and processed by the HANA system 
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Auditing SAP HANA (cont.) 

• Authorizations 

 System privileges 

 Object privileges 

 Analytic privileges 

 Package privileges 

 Application privileges 

 User privileges 

Every activity should be restricted to only the users that are authorized to perform it. 

Impact depends on the privileges, but could potentially be the compromise of the 

whole system. 
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Auditing SAP HANA (cont.) 

• Data at Rest 

 Understand HANA encryption  

 Use encryption for sensitive data 

 Establish a proper key management procedure 

 

An attacker with physical access to the system could retrieve any information or 

access credentials 
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Auditing SAP HANA (cont.) 

• Logs and Traces 

 Enable audit log (performance implications?) 

 Restrict Audit Roles 

 Secure access to: 

 Audit Trail DB Table 

 default_audit_trail_path  

 UIS.sap.hana.uis.db::DEFAULT_AUDIT_TBL 

 Trace and dump files 

If the system is breached, this information is required to properly trace the attacker’s 

activities  
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Control Description 

HANA Applications Restrict packages and applications that are not in use. Enable protection 

mechanisms for web apps. 

Communications Enable secure protocols for the transference of data. Restrict access to the SAP 

HANA services according to business needs. 

Users Restrict standard users. Enable strong and secure authentication, as well as 

password policies. 

Authorizations Restrict user privileges by assigning the minimum set of privileges required to 

operate. Ensure SoD controls are in place. 

Data at Rest Ensure proper encryption is enabled and key management is documented. 

Logs and Traces Review that all logging mechanisms are enabled and configured properly. 

Auditing SAP HANA — Cheat Sheet 
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• Cyber attacks to SAP HANA systems 
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• Auditing SAP HANA systems 

• Wrap-up 
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Where to Find More Information 

• www.onapsis.com/research  

 White papers, security advisories, and other resources on SAP HANA Security 

• SAP Documentation (Great work by the SAP Product Security Response Team):  

 http://help.sap.com/hana/SAP_HANA_Security_Guide_en.pdf  

 “SAP HANA Security Guide” (SAP SE, February 2015).  

 http://help.sap.com/hana/SAP_HANA_Developer_Guide_en.pdf 

 “SAP HANA Developer Guide” (SAP SE, August 2014).  

 www.saphana.com/docs/DOC-3751 

 Andrea Kristen, “SAP HANA Security: An Overview” (SCN, July 2014).  

 https://scn.sap.com/docs/DOC-53974  

 Richard Bremer, “How to Define Standard Roles for SAP HANA Systems” (SCN, April 

2014).  

  

http://www.onapsis.com/research
http://help.sap.com/hana/SAP_HANA_Security_Guide_en.pdf
http://help.sap.com/hana/SAP_HANA_Developer_Guide_en.pdf
http://www.saphana.com/docs/DOC-3751
http://www.saphana.com/docs/DOC-3751
http://www.saphana.com/docs/DOC-3751
https://scn.sap.com/docs/DOC-53974
https://scn.sap.com/docs/DOC-53974
https://scn.sap.com/docs/DOC-53974
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7 Key Points to Take Home 

• SAP HANA will be the new standard for all SAP Business Applications, both cloud-based 

and on-premise 

• Its information is critical and should be secured holistically 

• A single vulnerability could expose the entire business-critical infrastructure 

• SoD audits and controls are required but not sufficient to secure business-critical 

applications running on SAP HANA 

• New SAP HANA vulnerabilities are being discovered and fixed every month 

• Security Audits and Monitoring must be continuous, not a point-in-time exercise 

• Traditional security solutions are not suitable to protect or audit SAP HANA systems. Use 

purpose-built solutions.  
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Your Turn! 

How to contact me: 

Juan Perez-Etchegoyen 

Email: jppereze@ 

Twitter: @jp_pereze 

Please remember to complete your session evaluation 

Visit us in our 

Booth! 
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SAP and other SAP products and services mentioned herein as well as their respective logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of SAP SE (or an SAP affiliate company) in Germany and other 

countries. All other product and service names mentioned are the trademarks of their respective companies. Wellesley Information Services is neither owned nor controlled by SAP SE. 

Disclaimer 


